What's New in the Catalog?

We're hard at work adding newly digitized records to our Catalog, making them available to search and explore. So far this year, we've added more than 27 million digitized pages to the Catalog! As we continue to digitize and make more historical records available to you online, you are likely to find something new every time you search.

Here is a sample of recently added records for you to explore. What have you discovered in our Catalog recently?


One of National Archives at Boston's newly digitized series is Shipyard Logs, 1888-1958, which consists of 48 volumes documenting ship movements, staffing levels, and major events at the Boston Navy Yard.

This series consists of standard forms, signed by the captain of the Yard (administrative officer after November 29, 1945), which contain, for each day, weather and tidal observations, list of vessels at the Yard, descriptions of ship movements, and a wealth of other information.

Indian Treaties, 1789-1869

The original treaties between the U.S. and American Indian tribal nations are housed at the National Archives in Washington, DC, as the series, "Indian Treaties, 1722-1869".
Instrument of Ratification of the July 18, 1825, Treaty Between the United States and the Arikara (Ricara) Indians, Signed by President John Quincy Adams and Secretary of State Henry Clay, 2/6/1826. National Archives Identifier 57973322

This series contains handwritten treaties. The treaties are accompanied by attested Senate resolutions of ratification, printed copies of the treaties, and manuscript copies of Presidential ratifications and confirmations of the treaties. Some treaty files contain copies of messages from the President to Congress, copies of messages or letters of instruction to the treaty commissioners, and journals and correspondence of the commissioners.

Eva Braun's Photo Albums, ca.1913 – ca. 1944

These albums are attributed to Eva Braun (four are claimed by her friend Herta Schneider, nee Ostermeyer) and document her life from ca. 1913 to 1944.
There are many photographs of Eva, her sisters and their children, Herta Schneider and her children, as well as photographs of Eva's vacations, family members and friends. Also included are photographs taken by and of Eva Braun at Hitler's chalet Berghof (or Kehlstein), photographs of Hitler and his entourage, visitors to Berghof and the scenery around Berchtesgaden, and some studio portraits of Eva and members of her family. These photos provide a stark contrast to the suffering many experienced before and during World War II.

Get started Tagging!

Have you ever tried tagging in one of our photograph tagging missions? As many Citizen Archivists will tell you, it is easy (and quite addictive). In order to tag records, take a good
look at the image. What do you see? What’s happening in the image? Is there an overarching theme or feeling? Do you see any people? What are they doing? What objects do you see? Once you have figured that out, type them into the tag field.

Here's an image from the Tennessee Valley Authority tagging mission that we illustrated with potential tags:

![Image of a dining room scene with potential tags]

*Philips, Mrs. J.C.; Petersberg Better Home Tea and Open House Meeting in her dining room, 1937.*  
**National Archives Identifier 279926**

Possible tags include: Shade, curtains, window, radiator, candlesticks, lace, vase, cookies, tablecloth, platter, candles, woman, punchbowl, table, flowers, sconce, mirror, and sideboard.

When you add tags to the Catalog, those words become searchable. So after tagging this photograph with these words, anyone searching for “candlesticks” would now find this photo.

What tags can you add to help researchers discover photos? Contribute to one of our missions, or browse all photographs in the Catalog!

Questions or comments? Email us at catalog@nara.gov.